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Abstract: Augmented Reality (AR) is worldwide recognized as one of the leading technologies of the
21st century and one of the pillars of the new industrial revolution envisaged by the Industry 4.0
international program. Several papers describe, in detail, specific applications of Augmented Reality
developed to test its potentiality in a variety of fields. However, there is a lack of sources detailing
the current limits of this technology in the event of its introduction in a real working environment
where everyday tasks could be carried out by operators using an AR-based approach. A literature
analysis to detect AR strength and weakness has been carried out, and a set of case studies has
been implemented by authors to find the limits of current AR technologies in industrial applications
outside the laboratory-protected environment. The outcome of this paper is that, even though
Augmented Reality is a well-consolidated computer graphic technique in research applications,
several improvements both from a software and hardware point of view should be introduced
before its introduction in industrial operations. The originality of this paper lies in the detection of
guidelines to improve the Augmented Reality potentialities in factories and industries.

Keywords: augmented reality; mixed reality; Industry 4.0; factory automation; maintenance; design
for disassembly; object tracking

1. Introduction

Several definitions of Augmented Reality have been included in scientific papers
from the 1990s onwards [1]. AR can be summarized as a computer graphic technique
where an artificial “virtual” object (CAD model, symbol, picture, writing) is added to a
real-time video streaming of the external real environment. The hardware and software
necessary to implement it depend on the internal/external application, complexity of the
virtual scene to add, device held by the user, real-time, and definition required by the
application. However, the minimum hardware required to run AR application is given
by a camera framing the external world, a screen or a lens to project a video streaming,
and the computational resources (PC, smartphone processor, microcontroller) necessary
to handle the video recording, the pose detection and the superimposition of the visual
symbols to it. AR is one of the pillars of the Industry 4.0 program, whose aim is to introduce
new and advanced technologies in manufacturing systems and factories. Some examples
of other technologies proposed by Industry 4.0 (I4.0) are big data, analytics, Internet of
Things, additive manufacturing, smart sensors, machine networking, and self-monitoring.
Both AR and Industry 4.0 attracted the interest of researchers in recent years. However, as
Figure 1 suggests, few researchers treat the integration of AR into Industry 4.0 factories.
If we consider the SCOPUS database and we check the number of papers with keywords
“Augmented Reality” and “Industry 4.0” alone, we find that more than 2000 papers are
written each year for both topics (data are obtained as of the 6th April 2021 and data for
2021 are projections based on the trend to that date). However, if we look at the number
of papers with both the keywords “Augmented Reality” AND “Industry 4.0” we find a
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very limited number of papers, around 100 per year. This suggests that AR and I4.0 are
studied separately.
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Another interesting statistic can be obtained by checking the other keywords of the
papers, where at least one of them is “Augmented Reality” in the SCOPUS database.

The SCOPUS database indicates, to the date of 7th April 2021 that 26,621 papers
(both conference and journals) show at least one keyword equal to “Augmented Reality”.
Figure 2 shows the number of papers where one keyword is Augmented Reality and one
of the other is that listed in the first column.
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It is quite disappointing that keywords, such as maintenance, manufacturing, and
Industry 4.0 are dramatically less cited in papers with respect to others such as “Virtual
Reality”, “Design”, “Education”. Only 270 papers include both Augmented Reality and
Industry 4.0 keywords at the same time, and themes like maintenance and manufacturing
present low values as well (550 and 480, respectively). These figures suggest that literature
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spot the light on more theoretical aspects where AR is compared to VR or Mixed Reality, or
general-purpose research where AR is detected as a potential technology useful to support
design, education, engineering, or visualization.

This paper tries to focus the attention on the practical use of AR in a factory/manufacturing
environment, describing the potentials of this technology, but also problems that are still
open and limit the spreading of AR in manufacturing contexts.

Comments about AR and its introduction in an Industry 4.0 context are based on
experiments carried out by authors and literature. The Scopus database has been set as
the main source for papers considered in this research. Due to the huge number of papers
under the AR and Industry 4.0 topics, a combination of keywords given by “Augmented
Reality” plus another keyword (see list in Figure 2) has been set as the main criteria to
unveil the best AR industrial applications. In particular, keywords such as “maintenance”,
“training”, “manufacturing” and “medical” have been used to find relevant literature.

Figure 3 shows the logical structure of the paper. A first analysis of the AR state of the
art is carried out, showing the best hardware and software available for any AR application.
After this in depth research, industrial applications are analysed considering a combination
of limitations due to not only from the hardware/software point of view but also because
of the working conditions in real environments. Afterwards, the answer to the question
of whether AR is a mature technology for industrial applications or not is provided in
the conclusion section, where guidelines to make AR a suitable technology for AR4.0 and
beyond are listed.
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The paper is thus structured as follows: after this introduction, Section 2 describes in
detail the AR technology; Section 3 describes AR applications developed up to the present
and the limitations that the authors noticed with current AR technology; Section 4 provides
guidelines about what must be improved to lead AT to a Technology Readiness Level 9;
Section 5 ends the paper with conclusions.

2. State of the Art of Augmented Reality

Nowadays, there are many software packages and tools that allow for the creation of
AR and VR applications [2,3]. Following the literature [4], there are three possible kinds
of combinations of realities: Augmented Reality, Augmented Virtuality (AV), and Virtual
Reality. The first is the integration of virtual objects in real life thanks to see-through
head-mounted devices. This technology allows for the interaction between two worlds
combining what is real and what is not, thus giving a more detailed perception of reality [5].
The second is based upon the merging of real objects in a virtual environment. Applications
of this technology in maintenance can be found in the [6], where the reader can find a more
detailed description of AV. Finally, Virtual Reality is a fully digitalized world, where the
observer stands in the first person in a completely virtual environment populated by digital
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objects and scenes. VR requires the use of immersive devices, such as HMDs or Oculus Rift
and Playstation VR. In this framework, the definition of “Mixed Reality” deals with the
relationship between real and virtual. The bridge connecting real and virtual is populated
by Mixed Reality technologies that are capable of blending virtual content into the real
world or vice versa. A major contribution to this topic is represented by the seminal work
by Paul Milgram et al. [7] describing the “Reality-Virtuality Continuum”.

This continuum spans from Real Environment to fully Virtual Environment: Aug-
mented Reality and Augmented Virtuality can be considered intermediate steps between
the outer limits (see Figure 4). Shortening this bridge means obtaining the best immersive
experience, so that optimal results will be achieved when no differences between real and
virtual will be perceived by the end-user (see Figure 5).
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The following two sub sections will describe, in more detail, the aspects related to
software tools and hardware devices developed to support AR.

2.1. Review of Augmented Reality Software

There are many libraries dedicated to Virtual and Augmented reality: a detailed
comparison between various Software Development Kits (SDKs) can be found in [9].
Marker-based tools like ARToolkit are available on the market: they exploit white and black
markers [10,11] to retrieve the orientation of the camera used to frame the external world
and to refer correctly the several reference systems (camera, marker, object) necessary to
implement AR. The market offers other programs, such as Vuforia, which allows for using
more advanced technologies such as the marker-less AR strategy. In this latter case, it
is not necessary to use a predefined marker, but the external scene itself is exploited to
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detect the orientation and position of the camera. This library can recognize patterns on
real 2D (image tracking) and 3D objects (object tracking) [12], turning them into a marker,
providing the final user with higher flexibility. In Figure 6, an example of the use of Vuforia
to develop an AR application is presented, where virtual images are referenced to a real
controller device exploiting marker-less technology.
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For example, in maintenance applications the object to maintain can be used itself as a
marker, avoiding the need for markers or other bulky tracking devices to support AR: this
approach is essential to transform AR from a laboratory curiosity to a flexible tool, handy
in real industrial applications [13]. Important tools have been recently released with the
commercial name ARCore [14] and ARkit [15] by Google and Apple, respectively. Both
the tools track the environment using their webcam device. The first, developed from
the so-called “Project Tango”, operates on Google Pixel devices and, nowadays, on other
top gamma devices too. In contrast to ARCore, the ARkit only works with iOS (iPhone
Operating System) devices. These tools can anchor holograms to horizontal mapped
environments (recent updates are investigating the possibility to work with vertical planes
as well) and they can render 3D objects as shadows. Image processing libraries such as
OpenCV are essential: this kind of tool can acquire images from webcams and apply filters
and mathematical algorithms for pattern recognition, which represent the base of image
tracking. It is worth citing Unity and Unreal Engine, which are software packages capable
of handling all these image analysis libraries in a user-friendly way. The Unreal Engine
is relatively new to the AR/VR world whereas Unity developers are more experienced
in the development of effective and efficient integration tools. In this context, Unity can
be considered as a container giving the experimenter the ability to use many codes at
the same time and to create the ultimate scene that the AR application will run. This
software can compile applications for many different platforms: from Windows to Mac
OS, but also Linux, IOS, and Android. The point of strength, and at the same time the
main weakness of this program, is that it has been originally conceived for general-purpose
computer graphic applications: this includes a real-time render engine that helps the user
to easily interact with the AR or VR most naturally, but it is unsuitable for mechanical and
industrial applications. Unity is not a CAD. It is not possible to handle parametric objects
(as even a basic3D CAD currently do) or to modify elaborated meshes. The purpose of this
software is to collect models, set scenes with the interaction between object and compile an
application for their final use: it can handle simple objects which could fit entertainment or
research case study, but it currently does not support the complexity of a real CAD model.
This statement is based on experiments carried out by authors. An AR application for
smartphones based on Unity has been implemented for evaluation purposes, namely the
ARdroid app. It can superimpose CAD models in OBJ format to the external view framed
by a smartphone, provided the Astronaut marker from Unity is within the scene. When
an OBJ model with a low weight (1MB) is loaded, all works fine, but when larger models
are loaded (e.g., >3 MB) problems of visualization are noticed, as Figure 7 shows. In this
picture, there is the outcome of an experiment made with a CAD model saved in STL with
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low and high quality (see top figure) and later saved in OBJ format. The low-resolution
model weighs 142 kb, while the high-resolution model weighs 2729 kb. The results in
the visualization are self-explanatory since the heavier model suffers from visualization
problems where a part of the model is hidden by the code, and there are other surface
defects. These issues are also related to the maximum number of polygons that Unity
can handle.
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2.2. Review of Augmented Reality Hardware

The scope of the final application is the main driver in the selection of hardware for
AR applications. If we look at hardware specifically developed to tailor AR needs, Head
Mounted Displays (HMDs) play a crucial role. HMDs can be classified into two main
kinds: Video-See-Through (VST) and Optical-See-Through (OST). The VST technology is
based upon the use of a camera that frames the external scene. In the following, the virtual
symbols or models are added in real-time to the video streaming. The OST devices work
in a different way, projecting synthetic virtual models onto semi-transparent lenses: in
this case, the user sees the real external world, added by a virtual model. On the other
hand, using VST hardware, the user sees the real world in the display of the device [16]:
smartphone applications are typical examples of VST technology. A further classification
of AR hardware can be carried out splitting hardware into two categories based on the
processing unit: stand-alone devices include the electronic boards and processors capable
of framing the external world, superimpose models, and visualizing the final streaming;
other devices require additional hardware to work properly, which must be connected
through cables, Bluetooth or Wi-Fi connection.

2.2.1. Video See through Devices

HMDs are not generally connected to VST since they do not need implemented
cameras to see the reality and process the images on the screen made by standard pixels.
Nevertheless, it is worth citing Oculus Rift S and HTC Vive PRO since they already have
the possibility of stereo view since they implement two cameras mounted in front of
the headset. Despite that, they are mainly used for VR applications leading to a minor
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usage of the resources. VST HDM could indeed be a breakthrough in a Mixed Reality
environment since they can couple the powerful behaviour of Virtual Reality and the space
perception of Augmented Reality. Unfortunately, they are not standalone, but they have
no competitors when the display specifications are considered. Both Oculus Rift and the
HTC Vive offer 1080 × 1200 pixel resolution for each eye; 2160 × 1200 in total. They have a
90Hz refresh rate, thus ensuring the frame rate is high enough to prevent motion sickness
and provide a smooth experience overall. They offer a 110-degree FoV. HTC Vive and
Oculus Rift S support stereographic 3D view and the large FoV lets the users have a more
immersive experience. Both of them are equipped with controllers that can interact with
the Virtual Reality environment. Due to their specs, VSTs are usually chosen for Virtual
Reality applications, but this does not prevent a possible application in Augmented Reality
with different purposes. On the other hand, smartphones can represent an alternative
to other VST devices because they are usually equipped with one or even more cameras
and a screen, and it is quite straightforward to write mobile applications. Apple opened
to a wide range of applications implementing Lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) in its
iPad Pro 2020, enhancing surface detection and allowing for a better representation of the
environment where the holograms are placed.

2.2.2. Optical See-Through Devices

OST can exploit a set of technologies specifically developed to support AR needs.
In particular, the attention of research and industry was directed towards the projection
techniques that can be probably considered the heart of OST HMDs [17]. The simplest
solution developed to project images in HMD is the half-mirror technology, but it suffers
from a limited Field of View (FoV). Increasing the complexity, convex or free-form shaped
mirrors can be used: this is useful to increase the FoV. To provide the reader with an
example, the Meta2 device uses this kind of mirror to attain a large FoV and obtain a good
display resolution. The waveguide grating, which is based on holographic and diffractive
optics, is the lastest technology available on the market. The diffraction grating works,
imitating what happens in a lens: in this technology, the light is blended into a thin layer of
plastic or glass. The light beams rebound through a channel up towards the users’ eye. This
kind of solution has been adopted by the HoloLens family of devices. In recent years, a
large number of Companies developed proprietary AR devices. At first, Google introduced
Google Glass; Wuzix brought to the market a wide set of eyewear devices, both stand-alone
and requiring a host device. Microsoft developed its own proprietary solutions and it
is worth citing the Meta2 and HoloLens products. Meta2 has no integrated computing
capability; on the contrary, Microsoft HoloLens and some models of the family Vuzix
Glasses integrate computational power. To provide the user with an example, Microsoft
HoloLens exploits the computing power of an Intel Atom Processor that is used by the
Vuzix M300 Smart Glasses too. On one hand, Meta2 are headsets that rely on an external
PC to run any type of application, on the other Microsoft HoloLens can be defined as
a stand-alone computer that the experimenter can wear on his/her head. Vuzix M300
Smart Glasses support the Android operating system and, therefore, support not only
specifically eyewear applications, but also mobile applications. HoloLens by Microsoft
exploits holographic lenses that are based on the waveguide principle; on the other hand,
devices such as Meta2 work thanks to a convex mirror that is needed to project images
directly in front of the experimenter’s view. If we compare these two devices, it appears
that the solution adopted by Meta2 can guarantee a 90-degree field of view, which is useful
for obtaining a superior immersive experience with respect to HoloLens. The main limiting
performance of HoloLens is a 30-degree field of view: it is true that a stereographic 3D
view experience is obtained, but the experimenter must direct her/his eyes towards the
frontal direction due to the poor FoV. Moreover, the Meta2 larger FoV could be dangerous
with On-Field usage because the user’s view may be obstructed by holograms. As the
most significant Vuzix device currently on the market, the Vuzix M300 Smart Glasses are
monocular, with a small screen that does not occupy the entire field of view, but only a
small window.
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Another difference between Meta2 and HoloLens that must be highlighted is gesture
management. Meta2 presents superior performances because gestures implemented in it
are more intuitive than movements required to manage HoloLens. The authors evaluated
both these devices, and we believe that the Meta2 solution based on the use of the whole
hand to handle holograms and fingertip to pick and move icons on the screen is more
effective than what is offered by HoloLens. In HoloLens, the user must do a gesture
described as “blooming” in the literature because it imitates the blossoming of flowers: this
is quite an uncomfortable and unintuitive move. The alternative way to handle picking in
HoloLens is based on the “air tapping” finger motion: this kind of control also presents
criticism in the personal authors’ opinion. One of the main problems of this gesture is
that it is well captured if performed using index and thumb. Moreover, the index should
be straight parallel and in front of the sensors of the Hololens in an unnatural position,
since the fingers are usually slightly curved. Finally, “air tapping” is not always user
friendly because it imposes onthe user to maintain his arm straight forward his head, and
sometimes this position can be difficult to be achieved in an industrial application. The
Vuzix M300 Smart Glasses come with Android and iOS compatible software to be installed
on tablets or mobile phones to allow them to function as controllers for eyewear devices:
this is because many mobile applications may need a human–machine interface such as a
touchpad or a keyboard.

2.2.3. Embedded Tracking Systems and Tools

The tracking system underlines that the devices analysed in the latter section are dif-
ferent. HTC Vive has a six DOF perception due to an IR sensor that can handle 360-degree
tracking and cover an area of 4.5 × 4.5 m where the user can walk around freely; Ocu-
lus Rift is equipped with a similar number of sensors (IR Led) that can track the user
over 360 degrees but in a smaller area defined by 2.5 square meters. On the other hand,
HoloLens has no limits of space since its sensor continuously maps the game area. This is
a huge advantage because HoloLens does not need an area setup. Its tracking system is
based on two “environment understanding cameras” per side. The “environment under-
standing cameras” coupled with the depth sensor, achieve head tracking and environment
detection. This latter feature lets the user position an object in a 3D space. Meta2 performs
a similar tracking function compared to HoloLens because it is based on webcams, depth
sensors, and IMU. The data fusion is obtained through an algorithm similar to SLAM
(Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) [16]. In addition to these embedded devices,
pure sensors exist, such as Microsoft Kinect, Leap Motion, and Occipital Structure Sensor
3D Scanner. These devices need integration with a computer, but if correctly connected
can perform similar results at an affordable price. It worth noting that these devices are
older than the embedded helmets and have made software development in the early years
possible. In particular, Microsoft Kinect is the direct link to Microsoft HoloLens since
it shares similar technology (webcam and IR sensor. Moreover, the gesture algorithms
take advantage of the knowledge achieved through Leap Motion, a device designed on
hand recognition for object interaction. This device can accurately detect each finger of a
human hand, associating a task to each movement. This is possible by blending the data
from two cameras and three IR sensors. Due to its precision in a range of 0.40 m over the
sensor, Leap Motion has frequently been used as a support tool for older helmets in order
to have more accurate integration with the augmented environment [17]. The Structure
Sensor is a similar piece of apparatus that can be connected to a wide range of portable
devices, such as smartphones and tablets: it is the first 3D sensor developed specifically for
mobile devices. It is possible to capture detailed, full-colour 3D scans of objects or people
in real-time by clipping the sensor to a compatible mobile device. It can be used for VR
and mixed reality with the provided SDK in Unity 3D. The Structure Sensor device can be
used to obtain positional tracking, similar to the HTC Vive without the need for a set-up or
calibration of fixed lighthouses so that it does not require high computational power.

The future trend of evolution of the AR hardware points towards the reduction in the
gap between the virtual world and the authentic world. Moreover, more attention will be
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given to the ability to implement the digital twin [18] concept: future hardware will allow
for a reliable real-time switch between a genuine real object and its virtual facsimile. This
to facilitate human–robot interactions, adopt better engineering decisions using real-world
data, and support real-time alert management systems for improving safety [19].

3. Analysis of AR Applications and Comments

This section comments on the AR capabilities and drawbacks in industrial applications.
As better explained in the following section, the main problem is that current AR technology
presents good visualization performances, but it lacks interaction capabilities. Examples
and case studies developed by authors support the statements in these sections that reflect
the authors’ point of view about AR.

3.1. Applications Proposed by Literature

This section briefly describes some of the applications proposed by the literature
where AR capabilities are exploited to enhance the users’ experience.

Several papers deal with the description of simple case studies where AR is adopted
in an industrial environment to support maintenance [20,21]. The superimposition of
virtual models to complex products [22] can help in detecting the correct part to operate
on; on the other hand, enriching the real scene [23] with writing and animations showing
assembly/disassembly procedures can be useful to solve complex engineering problems
by unskilled operators. AR can be useful to reduce the complexity of user/maintenance
manuals as well [24]. In this case, instead of pages and pages of small complex drawings
that are often unclear or hard to detect, the contact with the real world can be useful to spare
time and increase the process efficiency. Following the literature, and also maintenance
training [25], could take advantage of AR: operators can be trained to operate on a real
machine by acting on a virtual model so that there is no need to be in front of the object to
familiarize, and eventual errors do not lead to damages. Remote collaboration capabilities
have been proposed in the reference [26], where a remote maintenance centre can guide
an operator in complex tasks by preparing the required animations to support him/her
in the work on the field. Pick by vision is another interesting concept addressed in the
literature: it has been proposed to guide operators in the selection of items to pick up in
assembly tasks or logistics. As suggested by references [27–29], the AR can be used to
project a “virtual eye bull” or a “tunnel” to guide the operator towards the component
to select. The industrial environment is particularly advantageous for AR since a lot of
highly detectable symbols lie in the factory and can be used as a marker. On the other
hand, outdoor applications require the use of GPS, Inertial Measurement Units (IMU), and
other devices to fix the position and point of view of the operator: bulky backpack with
compass, IMU, and GPS can be necessary when the exploration of the unknown real word
is demanded for AR.

Medicine is another scenario deeply described by the literature to test and apply
AR. For training surgeons, the precise positioning of needles and medical devices during
surgery, enhanced view, alignment between Computer Tomography (CT) images and
the real patient is a not an inclusive list of proposed tasks to be carried out with AR
support [30]. In this case, the precision which can be obtained through AR in the alignment
of the virtual model with the real patient, and the need for augmentation systems able to
continue tracking, even when a medical operator covers the field of view of cameras or
markers, are the main limits of the current technology. Moreover, the need for good image
contrast in a real surgery room, where lights can be switched on and off depending on the
surgeons’ needs can be quite a challenging problem. Recent studies [31] tried to introduce
AR—especially with OST HMDs—in the medical environment in order to help medical
doctors in surgery [32].

Entertainment assures a high volume of income for the electronic industry. First-
person games and scene augmentation games have been developed both for smartphones
and for house entertainment game platforms for many years. In this case, there is no need
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for precise positioning or high performance and the AR can represent a mature, even if
expensive, technology to be introduced in games.

Several outdoor navigation systems have been developed for smartphones to support
tourism and provide a description of real environments. In this case, known images (e.g., a
mountain silhouette or a building) can be tracked. Moreover, these applications require
a precision that is not comparable to what is needed in medicine. Focusing attention on
high-cost equipment, such as heads-up displays (HUDs), with information for pilots are
the standard for high-performance aircraft; the automotive industry is also evaluating AR
devices such as heads-up displays to support the driver and to present guide information
on the windshield. In such a way, it is not necessary to move the eyesight to the panel to
read data about speed, RPMs, fuel, settings, and knob position.

The projection of symbols and writing on the external environment for advertising
is a commonly used capability exploited by toy manufacturers to show the content of
boxes, or to obtain Augmented Business Cards, showing information in 3D. There are AR
applications where, when a shop sign is within frame, additional messages appear on the
smartphone of the client. In these cases, the need to run AR applications on smartphones or
low-cost devices is more important with respect to high refresh rates or good precision in
positioning: symbols and animations can be prepared once and there is no need to change
it depending on specific tasks to accomplish: it is a simple content popping-up when an
image or symbol is framed.

3.2. Hardware Limitations

There are different pros and cons while comparing and evaluating the projection
techniques available on the market. The half-mirror solution offers a limited FoV, due
to its light and small geometry; on the contrary, larger FoV would require bigger and
heavier hardware devices. The convex-mirror-based solution gives the widest FoV, (e.g.,
90◦ degree in Meta2 HMD). However, the hardware of this configuration is bulky and the
resolution could change depending on how the combiner (the support device on which
images are displayed) plastic material maintains its quality. Besides, the waveguide offers
a limited FoV when compared to the convex mirror configuration. A brightness problem
with OST HMD can be noticed. Therefore, the combination of the virtual image with the
real-world lighted environment is the main drawback of see-through devices. To support
this statement, it is fundamental to notice that the augmented images are faded and do not
cover or block out the real world (Figure 8).

With AR see-through optics, a lot of display lights are thrown away to support seeing
through to the real world, and the user has to deal with the light that is in the real world.
The user could turn off the room lights and use a darker background for the holograms in
order to accentuate the brightness of 3D objects, but in this way the “see-through” feature
becomes useless. For instance, HoloLens is equipped with a transparent screen, and it can
only add light to the user’s view, thus giving virtual objects a faded appearance. There is
no additional layer that can turn the screen off and opaque pixel-by-pixel. The screen is so
bright that, in a controlled environment such as darkened demo rooms, the background is
effectively erased by virtual objects, but when viewing objects close to a bright background
(e.g., a table lamp lying close), they become barely visible. According to the description
of the features available for adding light to the user’s view, it is impossible to render total
black 3D objects (RGB = [0,0,0]) with optical see-through devices because black colour is
used as an alpha channel, that is the layer used for transparency. To provide an example
for HoloLens, the Clear Flag pop-up menu of the main camera in the Unity Editor should
be set to black solid colour in order to set the transparent colour. The same applies to the
Meta2 device (see Figures 8 and 9, for example).

This brightness problem also affects the resolution of the images and it represents the
main difference from video see-through HMDs. In particular, with optical see-through
HMDs holograms have a “glow” around them, so that 3D objects have no sharp contours,
and they suffer from loss of details. On the other hand, the brightness problem does not
appear in devices such as HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, thanks to the use of OLED displays
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and eyepieces. Furthermore, the occlusion problem in HMDs was solved earlier and more
easily for the VST technology than for the OST HMDs. As a consequence, the use of
eyepieces is necessary to cover the peripheral view, but this solution cannot be used with
the OST technology. With VST devices, it is possible to completely turn off pixels with
image processing libraries (for example OpenCV), in order to delete real objects and replace
them with the augmented ones, or to render completely black objects. In contrast, the
Meta2 projection system is based on an LCD screen that projects images onto the user’s eye
thanks to a half-silver convex mirror. Meta2 features a wider FoV because of the adopted
projection system. However, if the distance between the eye and the convex mirror is too
much, the see-through feature fails due to the lenses’ distortion factor. The computational
power is another big difference between optical see-through and video see-through HMDs.
Currently, only Microsoft HoloLens and some Vuzix models have computational power
embedded, thanks to their Intel Atom processors. HTC Vive and Oculus Rift support only
apps running on external PCs and they must be wire-connected to the PC. Moreover, they
rely on external devices for the tracking system. Therefore, they are not ergonomic in an
industrial scenario. On the other hand, Microsoft’s product is much more versatile in the
case of portable use since it does not need a wired connection for its use. On the contrary,
it requires a constant and powerful wireless connection, since its spatial tracking system
associates each of the environments, the so-called “Spaces”, to a Wi-Fi network. These
meshes are saved in the internal storage memory and loaded when HoloLens detect the
associated Wi-Fi network. For the above-cited reasons, the use of Microsoft HoloLens in
the factory environment is not so easy.
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3.3. Software Limitations

Talking about the industrial application, it is quite ambitious to say that Augmented
Reality rather than Virtual Reality is a ready to use technology for factory applications
because there are many difficulties to deal with. This happens because of the variety of
software packages and libraries, not always combined: this can cause confusion and waste
time for the final user. Long preparation times are required to produce just one animation.
It is the opinion of authors that basic steps for a real industrial application are the creation
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of a 3D parametric CAD model, the exportation of these models in a mesh, simplifying the
geometries tool, and the importation in Unity, where it is then possible to start scripting
Augmented Reality for the final scene. It is clear that this chain of events requires not only
a lot of time but also a wide knowledge of every single tool. Besides, polygon limitations
for real-time rendering force the final user to obtain low detailed models that do not fit all
industrial applications. This waste of time makes the technology not ready for maintenance
manuals because it is nearly impossible to prepare the animations for all the possible
tasks for operators. In this context, it is important to underline the efforts made by PTC
Creo® in order to provide users with a single platform for the creation of 3D models
and their visualization in AR. This feature has been achieved thanks to the integration
of Vuforia inside the Parametric PTC CAD and making up the scene in the ThingWorx
Studio software package. Even though the environment scene is limited compared to Unity
Editor, this effort can be evaluated as a significant step towards the introduction of AR in
real industrial applications, and not only in games or computer graphics. Despite these
facts, AR is currently more applied to training than to maintenance or virtual manuals
implementation. As a consequence, thanks to AR it is no longer necessary for the physical
presence of the instructor where and when a training session is performed.
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3.4. Usability Limitation in Industrial Environment

Aside from the software and hardware limitations, several usability issues should be
taken into account while considering the use of AR in the industrial environment. State-of-
the-art AR applications often require set-up operations before starting a working session:
this can be acceptable in a laboratory, but it is not acceptable by a worker who is not skilled
in computer graphics. Moreover, the industrial working flow does not accept wasting time
in long and quite complex setup operations. Another issue to consider in the industrial
environment is that current AR applications lack easy collision/occlusion capabilities:
this effect is fundamental to provide depth sensation, realism and to allow maintenance
operations where 3D parts should be moved and oriented in space. AR devices are sensitive
to light levels: this can be a critical issue in factories where there are dark and bright areas,
and the same zone can pass from a lighting level to another by simply switching on or
off a light or opening a door. When human–machine interfaces are considered, it is worth
saying that current touch-based command/input windows are not adequately robust for
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industrial applications: in an industrial environment, the user does not have time to use
complex input devices [33,34]. In this case, finger pick and drag capabilities could represent
a solution to increase the ease and accessibility, but these technologies are not a standard
for AR applications today. While dealing with glasses, no comfortable AR devices are
currently available for complex operations where high computational efforts are required:
today glasses can be divided between ergonomic models, but with a scarce computational
capability and definition, and high-performance Head Mounted Displays or bulky glasses.
It is a matter of fact that nowadays glasses with good ergonomics, high resolution, and high
computational capability are not available. The statement above reported are the result of a
set of “first-person” experiments carried out by the authors in an industrial environment.
To provide the reader with visual feedback, the following Figure 10a provides a picture
of an operator holding see-through glasses in a workshop where an AR-assisted drilling
operation is being simulated. Figure 10b shows the augmented view by the user.
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Figure 10. (a) Experiment carried out the University of Bologna workshop with AR technology by
the authors to reproduce a factory environment. (b) 3D object positioned in real world.

As a matter of fact, the required precision for drilling (0.05 mm) typical of mechanical
manufacturing can be hardly achieved: a time-consuming registration process is necessary
even to obtain a precision of 1 mm (both with marker and marker-less technology), which
is the typical value expected with current AR capabilities. Moreover, light conditions
interfere with the brightness of the scene perceived holding the glasses: the opening of a
door (or the switching on of a light bulb) is not compensated by AR software. Lastly, even
a simple AR animation prepared with a dedicated AR software tool requires a long time to
prepare the scene. In Figure 11, the virtual model of a Screw/Bolt has been added close to
the real one to show how to disassemble the bolt: the CAD model has been imported in
Vuforia, correctly oriented with respect to the marker (see Figure 11a), a symbol has been
added and the animation has been loaded on Hololens glasses.
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Figure 11. Marker-less AR scene developed by the authors in the University of Bologna mechanical
workshop (a) with marker, (b) marker less.

After a set of tests with several users, the average time required to prepare the an-
imation by a skilled operator has been assessed in 2 h; a marker-less approach can be
followed as well (see Figure 11b). In this latter case, the environment itself features one
act as a marker: therefore, clear workspaces (e.g., flat floors and walls without details and
uniform colour) could be unsuitable to track and pose the object. However, the typical
workshop environment does not present this problem because machines usually show
complex geometry and easily recognizable parts with edges and multi-oriented surfaces.

4. Bridging the Gap between AR and Industry Needs
4.1. Technology

It is the authors’ opinion that effective and efficient exploitation of AR capabilities in
the industrial environment will be possible once a full Reality-Virtuality continuum will
be implemented. This concept, introduced by Paul Milgram, implies going beyond the
distinction between Reality and Virtuality and presents for the user the capability to set in a
simple way the level of Virtuality he/she wants to work with. In AR industrial application,
it is of paramount importance the capability to mix Reality and Virtuality and to switch
between them in a simple way, under the complete control of the operator who should
be able to decide to stress the attention on virtual or real depending on the task he/she
has to carry out. Shadows, occlusion implemented in an effective way, rendered virtual
models, high capability human–machine interfaces are some of the technologies which
should be made available to users to overcome the distinction between real and virtual.
This technology change impacts the hardware and software requirements to run AR, as
better explained in the following sections.

4.2. Hardware

Concerning hardware, an improvement in the computational capabilities of glasses
is required. As mentioned before, at present only Microsoft HoloLens and some Vuzix
models implement embedded computational power. Other devices are comfortable but
do not provide computational power and they require a connection with the external
hardware. Besides, the calculation power installed in HoloLens and Vuzix Glasses is
scarce, and the devices fail when they need to process complex geometries and are not
sufficiently simplified, not to mention that they are quite bulky and unwieldy when used
in an industrial scenario. The portability and freedom of movement in an external envi-
ronment (i.e., on-field applications) represent the main advantage of internal computing
capacity. Devices, such as Meta2, which rely on external computing power, offer higher
performance but reduce the freedom of movement. Even if the hardware is installed in
a backpack, the recommended hardware requirements for the use of tethered devices
are quite demanding. For example, Meta2 requires the latest generation of processors
and dedicated high-end graphics cards, which are not available in a common laptop of
moderate size and weight. Besides, other devices such as HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, even
if in a backpack configuration, could not be used in an external environment because of
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the tracking system which requires external sensors. The separation of the HMD from
the calculation hardware can be considered another solution proposed by the literature
to maintain portability. Just to provide an example, a solution of this type is proposed by
Magic Leap [35] in which the calculation operations are performed by an easily wearable
mini-pc, separated from the display. This approach could be a backup solution to solve
the trade-off between computational capabilities and portability: as soon as electronic
engineering will provide small and powerful computers with dedicated graphic processing
units (GPUs), the processor will be integrated into the glasses frame structure. New optical
see-through HMD generation should solve problems of environmental lighting in order
to make it possible to use them even in outdoor environments. Furthermore, solving the
problem of external light blockage can result in an effective occlusion for real objects that
can be replaced by their virtual counterpart, filling the gap between real and virtual. The
real-virtual data exchange needs to be improved by integrating the hardware needed to
scan real objects and automatically import them into the virtual environment. When these
capabilities are available, as envisaged by Segovia et al. [36], AR could be exploited to
support manufacturing. However, dealing with manufacturing dimensional tolerances
implies a precision in AR scene registration that is higher than the tolerance range to
evaluate. The real–virtual data exchange also affects the way in which users can deal
with real objects during their normal use. The concept of the digital twin is a pillar of
industry 4.0: this means to interact with the virtual model by working on the real model
(and vice versa) and use the captured data immediately in order to make better engineering
decisions and designs using real-world data. Improvements in resolution, FPS, and refresh
rates are also needed to reduce and minimize the wake effect during the movement of
the viewpoint. The improvement in display definition, and, therefore, the definition of
virtual objects, especially 3D object edges, will allow for the more accurate placement
of 3D objects. The current refresh rate of 30 fps, which is nowadays available in several
hardware items, is appropriate because it is beyond the threshold frequency appreciated
by human eyes. Concerning the resolution of the screen, meaningful values depend on the
final application. According to Ferwerda [37], there are three levels of realism in computer
graphics: physical realism (same visual stimulation as the scene), photo-realism (same
visual feedback as the scene), and functional realism (identical visual information as the
scene). While dealing with maintenance, where functional realism should be assured the
current resolution assured by devices, such as HoloLens should be appropriate. However,
when dealing with photo-realism, much larger resolutions are necessary. With rendering
requirements, a possible solution to overcome the problem of rendering completely black
objects could be the use of lenses or glasses capable of obscuring the black zones, and
exploiting new technologies, such as the use of LCD electrochromic films.

4.3. Software

For industrial applications, tracking based on symbols (e.g., road signs) can be ex-
ploited since there are many known panels in factories; similar technology is currently
used in Laser-Guided Vehicles (LGV). SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) is
another technology that can be used to recognize the environment for autonomous applica-
tions in the industry environment without the need for an operator. Software simplicity
is the key point of all these applications: flexible integration among widespread popular
programs is necessary. This gap can be covered by introducing some plugins that can open
communication channels between AR libraries and commercial CAD without the need for
manual conversion from models and scene creation in different programs. Regarding this
issue, PTC has already presented their Vuforia Object Tracking [38] tool.

After the acquisition of the Vuforia technology, PTC created a direct link between the
two pieces of software, integrating both the AR and CAD tools, thus helping a simple set-up
of the augmented reality scene. In particular, thanks to object tracking, it is now possible to
directly match real objects with CAD models without manually handling the conversion.
With this link, it is possible to easily use AR applications in the most natural way. Aside
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form this, it is important to remark that AR is more promising than VR for industrial
applications because it is less invasive and allows for a closer connection with reality. It is
true that Virtual Reality can be used in training sessions, but it is impossible to conceive VR
applications for real working sessions in industry, which is the typical scenario where the
interaction with real objects is fundamental. The advantage of Augmented Reality over VR
is also noticed in the higher resolution of images and holograms, which can be obtained
by AR technology. Additionally, it is also very important to take care of image quality.
Years ago, when Augmented Reality was first developed, the registration problem was
the key point of research: today, with higher computing power and sophisticated tracking
methods, it is possible to concentrate efforts on the increase in the realism of the projected
objects. Signs of progress have been achieved by VTT [39] with their proposal for solving
real-time illumination. Of course, this cannot be considered a standard solution, but it
is a starting point to increase model accuracy. New software packages should allow for
the reverse engineering of objects framed by cameras, and real and virtual objects should
be fully and completely interchangeable. Optimizing the registration problem [40] and
rendering techniques will lead to real “digital twin” capabilities. The understanding of
the surrounding environment (in terms of scene reverse engineering and scanning) is a
key feature to reach the goal of real- and virtual-world integration. Last, but not least, AR
also needs lighter devices, allowing for more comfort and less stress on operators. The
less demanding requirements on calculation power will give AR portability characteristics,
thus allowing it to cover more and more fields of industrial applications.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this work is to provide the reader with the current state-of-the art of
AR applications. In particular, it focuses on listing problems that limit applications in
the Industry 4.0 environment. The paper proposes some interesting features for future
development to stimulate a gentile introduction of AR in real all-day applications. AR is a
well-known technology and literature covers applications in different fields from industry
to entertainment and advertising. A wide review of hardware and software has been made
showing the capabilities and limitations of VST and OST devices. Despite the technological
know-how of Augmented Reality, it remains expensive for standalone devices and rather
incomplete for the wide range of applications it pursues. The technology spans over
many different scientific disciplines, from programming languages to tracking systems and
electronic engineering, but it still struggles to find a specific application sector. The case
studies implemented by authors suggest that the current AR technology is not mature for its
introduction in the industrial environment. Several improvements must be achieved before
applying it to factories, both from a hardware and software point of view. New generation
glasses with high computational capabilities, good ergonomics and robustness to lighting
conditions should be developed. From a software point of view, a better understanding of
the following issues should be performed: shadows management with automatic setup of
global and direct illumination depending on the position of the user in internal or external
environments, occlusion and its realistic implementation, animations with CAD models
in short times developing capability, integration of AR into CAD systems, user-friendly
human–machine interfaces based on gesture and finger tracking, and automatic set up
and tuning. Moreover, a lowering of HMD’s prices would enhance further research and
push AR into the future. Once we have reached these milestones, AR could be effectively
introduced in the industry to support tasks such as maintenance, training, user manuals,
collaborative design, fast visualization of product changes and modifications.
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